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We can produce semi-finished products of optical glass – as one-of-a kind prototypes or in

large series. In fact, you can count on us for virtually any desired shape in the optical glass,

ceramic glass or quartz glass of your choice.

The photos below show only a few examples of the many semi-finished components produ-

ced by Docter Optics. As you can see, virtually any shape is possible. But what the photos

do not show you is that we have special equipment that enables us to process not only

small and medium-size formats, but also overdimensioned components.

What We Can Do.
Customers throughout the world have come to appreciate our fast, uncomplicated service,

in-depth experience and short turnaround times as well as the vast selection of optical glasses

that we stock on a regular basis. And since we specialize in the production of semi-finished

products, we can also offer our customers the kind of economy that translates into exceptional

added value.

So, no matter what you need in the way of semi-finished components in optical glass, contact

us. You’ll find that we take a flexible approach that enables us to grasp the needs of our

customers and provide solid advice based on many years of experience.

What Do You Need?

Five-axis CNC machining center for the production of semi-finished products of optical glass, ceramic glass and quartz glass



Machining/Drilling
Our advanced 5-axis machining center permits enormous

time savings, for example, in the case of lens production.

We can produce virtually any desired shape with our pre-

cision CNC machines with very short lead times.

Coating 
We coat a wide variety of glass substrates using the most

appropriate process for the specific application or part of

the spectrum. Possibilities include coatings for polarization

and interference filters, mirrors (laser, cold light source),

UV, IR or visible light.

Glass Types and Manufacturers
Docter Optics is an authorized Corning distributor of

HPFS   7980 and ULE   7972 synthetic quartz glass. We

also maintain an extensive inventory of optical glasses

from Schott and Ohara, filter glass from Schott, borosili-

cate glasses, synthetic quartz glasses von j-fiber, Tosoh

and Heraeus, natural quartz and glass ceramics (e.g.,

Zerodur from Schott, Clearceram from Ohara) as well 

as products from other manufacturers of specialty glass.
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Sawing, Jet Cutting
With our advanced band, wire and annular saws or jet cutters,

we can process not only standard formats, but also materials in

larger formats measuring up to 1000 x 1000 mm. When it comes 

to semi-finished wafer products, we offer customers the benefit

of special cutting processes that keep material loss to a minimum.

At Your Service –Technology, Workmanship and Service.

Grinding/Polishing
We can grind and polish flat surfaces of virtually any

glass substrates. We also have annular and cylindrical

grinders,  and our special equipment also enables us to

process long, thin rods of the type used in machine

construction. Upon request, we also final polish lenses,

filters or prisms.

Contract Production and Toll Manufacturing 
We also produce semi-finished products and components

from materials supplied by the customer. Plus customers can

have us store their materials for processing and shipment as

required.


